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(Plot)-

“.... to inquire into the structure of the plot as requisite to a good

poem.”  



   

         





   



 

















       

(story), (action/envent) (theme) 

J.A. Cuddon “The plan, design, scheme

or pattern of envents  in a play, poem or work of fiction;  and, further,  the

organization of incident and Character in such a way as to induce curiosity

and suspense (q.v.) in the spectator or reader.” 



“A whole is

that which has a beginning, a middle, and an end. ... that the sequence of

events, according to the law of probability or necessity, will admit of a change

from bad fortune to good, or from good fortune to bad.” 



“Unity of plot does not, as some

persons thinks, consist in the unity of the hero. For infinitely various are the

incidents in one man’s life ... so the plot, being an imitation of an action, must

imitate one action and that a whole, the structural union of the parts being

such that, if any one of them is displaced or removed, the whole will be

disjointed and disturbed. For a thing whose presence or absence makes no

visible difference, is not an organic part of the whole.” 

“It should have for its

subject a single action, whole and complete, with a beginning, a middle, and

an end.” 











E.M. Forster “We have defined

a story as a narrative of events arranged in their time-sequence. A plot  is also

a  narrative of events,  the emphasis falling on  causality.” 

“ ‘The king died and then the queen died,’ is a story.

‘The king died, and then the queen died of grief,’ is a plot. The time-sequence

is preserved, but the sense of causality overshadows it. Or again : ‘The queen

died, no one knew why, until it was discovered that it was through grief at the

death of the king.’ This is a plot with a mystery in it, a form capable of high

development. It suspends the time-sequence, it moves as far away from the

story as its limitations will allow. Consider the death of the queen. If it is in a

story we say ‘and then?’ If it is a plot we ask ‘why?’ ” 

          

(Intelligence of memory) 

(Mystery) 

suspence 

E.M. Forster  

“Mystery is essential to a plot, and cannot be appreciated without intelligence.”



 



(Subplot) 

  



      



 



    





  









     

 

   







E.M. Forster 







            







 



     



        















           

  









      









     ‘Poetics’       

  

“Plots are either simple

or complex, for the actions in real life, of which the plots are an imitation,

obviously show a similar distinction. An action which is one and continuous in

the sense above defined, I call simple, when the change of fortune takes

place without Reversal of the situation and without Recognition.” 

    





“A complex action is one in which the change

is accompanied by such Reversal, or by Recognition, or by both. These last

should arise from the internal structure of the plot, so that what follows should

be the necessary or probable result of the preceding action.”  





(Panoramic) (Scenic)
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(Technique), 
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Alige Getty “... his elephant-head and

his mouth, the rat, indicate that, although he may have been taken over from

indigenous mythology, he belonged originally to an animal cult.” 

 

 



 









       



          







 











         

         





















          































        

     



























 



      

        

        



        

 

 











     

  













  









































 

            



         



























  









         



















































  





  





 













 



















    













 

































  





    









   

 

















 













            



 



 







  









            

             



















 







        

          



          





    









         





 



 



 





















  









 



 













   



    



             

















 







            























    

 





  



(entertainment) 
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(information) 
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“Maya, which achieves this, is one of the powers of the Mother or

Devi .”   

          









          

      



















    









 

“Shakti (Kali) of the Shakti Cult is the Mother or the

supreme being.” 

    































      













 

     

      





         

   

 









           



























   



           







  



























     

  









  











      



















      

         

   

    









 





            



















            





























           

  

















          







       









   







    

 

  













  

















 



 







     









         











        







      



    



Climax



 







 



            

          



       

   

















   



   







 











The jagirdars were usually mansabdars,

holding ranks (mansabs) bestowed upon them by the emperor. These ranks were generally dual,
viz. zat and sawar, ... The pay scales for both ranks were minutely laid down, and the manasabdars
received their emoluments either in cash (naqd) from the treasury, or, as was more common, were





assigned particular areas as - jagirs.”Irfan Habib, The Agrarian System of Mughal India

(1556-1707), Oxford University Press, Second Revised Edition, 1999, P. 299-300.
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F. M. Forster Plot 





“ ‘The king died and then the queen died,’ is a

story.”   
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“The

story seems to be a bare fragment of an old story, and the goddess too is old,

although it is not recorded in any lord Purana. The goddess (now known in

Bengal as Kamale Kamini (‘Lady-on-the lotus’) presents an unknown              as-

pect of the great goddess, the dark side of Gaja-Laksmi. In plastic art how-

ever the goddess on her lotus seat and attended by elephants is recorded as

early as second century B.C. (Sanchi).” 

 (Tacitus) (Germanis) 





“The goddess as described Tacitus has distinct       affini-

ties with Mukunda’s Kamale Kamini as well as with Manasa as narrated in

Middle Bengali Poetry. In sculpture Manasa often appears riding on an

elephant. In her annual worship which is still held in pomp in some areas in

the district of Burdwan, the deity is carried in procession through the village.

The island of Nerthus and Kamale Kamini  (or Gajalaksmi) Corresponds to

the iron citadel (ayasi pur) of river goddess Sarasvati...” 
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 (Private Tutor)  











 

   





        





 





























         















 

  







 

    



  





(Rhetorical Display) 



   

 

    









  











































   







































    



     







 



 



 



 

















    



























  

           



 “We find that the primordial Lord

(Adi-deva) was thinking of creation in the void, and when he was thus

pondering on, Prakrti came out of his body, and Prekrti, who was the mani-

festation of the power (Sakti) of the Adi-deva, was called the Adi-devi.” 
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(Clossness of reallife) 
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